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“Success Is The Ability To Go
From One Failure To Another
With No Loss Of Enthususiam”

Sir Winston Churchill
By Derek White Editor
The power of this
above amazing quote
I believe is literally
immeasurable. I say
this because the person it came from Sir
Winston
Churchill
used it to help Britain
the British people
and all Britain’s allies
overcome and squash
one of the most evil
men and his evil followers in the history
of the world to ensure freedom was not
lost for the people
of Britain and the
World.

things happen the way
they do. Some people
including myself believe in the saying...
“Everything
happens for a reason”.

The reason why I believe in the above
saying is because I
reached a point in
my life where being
strapped onto the
roller coaster of extremely high and extremely low emotions
because of this or
that happening or this
or that being said litMany times in life erally became unbearpeople are challenged able.
with many difficult
things which they Instead
the roller
sometimes and of- coaster of life which
ten believe are insur- I was riding with
mountable. They get bare white
knuckfrustrated and angry, les and a lot of pain
they
have doubts and stress has now
fears and uncertain- become an interestties, they start being ing ride through the
hard on themselves sunny countryside of
and others and give life.
reasons why it’s all
going to go wrong I am now everyday
and fail.
eternally grateful for
the things I have in
Many of the above life as opposed to
thoughts are valid be- what I don’t have.
cause sometimes life On most days I try
can seem to be ex- my best to look at
tremely unfair with this journey of life
no real valid logic with a playful exor reasons for why pectancy and enthu-

siasm
that success
is just around the
corner. Even when
I have setbacks and
failures which sometimes
temporarily
bring me down because that is human
nature then I understand that no- one is

perfect on that score.
I am finding more
and more, day after
day that Sir Winston
Churchill’s saying of
“Success is the ability to go from one
failure to another
with no loss of enthusiasm” is very true

and extremely helpful your life.
in my day to day activities when not eve- Kind regards Derek
rything goes my way. White Editor.
© November 2017.
I hope that his words
can also help you
have this attitude towards life to help you
become a success in
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Blogging Is A Big Boon For
The Writers Out There

By Achal Mehrotra

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.gpspublicrelations.com/
Every writer has a
certain kind of topic
in mind that fascinates them so much
that they consider
writing about it and
doing a blog for starters. This blogging
helps you to give a
new
high to your
passion and helps you
get going with it with
your writing skills.
It
needs a lot
of
dedication and
time and
patience
to launch a blog and
work on it diligently
to get a good result,
but all that hard work
pays off at the end of
the day and there are
a number of benefits
that a blogger gets to
enjoy.
Here are a few of
them:•POLISHING
YOUR WRITING
SKILLS
Blogging helps to
give you the practice
that you require when
it comes to writing.
In order to make your
writing skilful you

•
GET RICH
WITH
YOUR
WORK
If you are planning to get rich in a
very short time, maybe blogging is not a
very wise option, but
you can still begin
and get some money
•
GET
YOUR earned with this talTHOUGHTS OR- ent of blogging.
GANISED
There are a number
A blogger or a writer of things that you
has a million things can begin with that
encircling
their can help you to stand
minds. They are on your own feet
thinking about in- such as selling adnumerable things all vertising space on
the time and it gets your blog, promotpretty tough to re- ing growing brands
member all the ideas on the social media
at the time of require- platforms or get well
acquainted with other
ment.
bloggers for grabbing
Hence blogging is bigger deals.
a very good way
of restoring
those • HAVING CONOVER
thoughts in one place. TROL
YOUR
DIGITAL
Writing down your IDENTITY
thoughts in an artistic and skilful way As your blog gets
is a brilliant way of bigger, chances are
storing whatever idea higher that you will
came to your mind get some job offers
once and using it later based on the potential you carry. Your
if necessary.
need to have rigorous
practice in it. Only
practice can help you
to develop skills that
are better and make
you a perfectionist.
Blogging gives you
that opportunity to
enhance your skills.

blog needs to be as
impressive as it can
get because there are
many companies who
would see the kind
of online presence
you hold before they
approach you with a
job offer.
You might look very
professional over a
phone interview, but
if your own website
speaks
otherwise
then it can cost you
a big opportunity and
you
might end up
losing a good chance.
To know more about
west palm beach seo,
please check our website.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Achal_
Mehrotra/1934376
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It’s hard for shy
cats to stand out in
the crowd, but they
make wonderfully
undemanding companions. Shy cats
truly appreciate the
luxury of a quieter
home, and a cosy spot
to curl up in. And a
little time, patience
and love goes such a
long way.

their more affection- efits - lower levels
ate side once they’ve of stress and anxisettled in.
ety, reduced risk of
heart disease, lower
What sort of homes blood pressure, imare needed?
proved mood, and
help with loneliness
• Quiet, calm envi- and depression. Not
ronment.
to mention the incredible feeling that
• Lots of patience comes from knowand understanding. It ing you’ve saved a
can take longer for a life.
shy cat to settle into a
new home.
Help a shy cat, save
a life, support your
To become a carer local cat rescue, and
for a shy cat, it costs enjoy all the positive
just $25. These cats health benefits of pet
are desexed, vacci- companionship!
nated, wormed and
flea treated, with To find a shy cat that
the $25 program fee needs your help, get
going direct to the in touch with Caren
rescue group to help at shycats@petrescover their vet bills. cue.org.au.

Shy cats tend to stay
in rescue care for a
long time, which puts
pressure on resources, and limits how
many other incoming
cats and kittens can
be saved. That’s why
we’re looking for
senior citizens who
are willing to offer
long-term or permanent care to shy cats
in need.
And you can rest
assured that, should
If you’re a special your circumstances
kind
of
person ever change the cat
who’s
willing to will return to the
open your heart and care of the rescue
your home to a shy group.
cat, you’ll find it’s
such a rewarding Pet
companionexperience, as plen- ship has been linked
ty of shy cats show with so many ben-
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Dealing With Unemployment - How to
Beat Negative Thoughts When You Are
Unemployed
Rosina S Khan

soul. So long as you
retain the positivity,
think of how you can
monetize your hobbies by taking them a
level higher. For instance, if you are listening and learning
songs, you can think
of
singing in the
Broadway and earn
Try to engage your- some good money.
self in two or three
hobbies for instance, If you are growing
gardening, reading, vegetables in your
singing,
dancing, garden, you can sell
them at the vegetable
writing and others.
market nearby at a
While you do these, reasonable price.
immerse
yourself
completely in them If you are reading
and focus on them and writing a lot, you
without giving the can think of plotting
chance to let negative a story in the form of
thoughts take over. a novel, self-publish
You are doing some- and sell it on Amathing positive and so zon, starting at a low
let positive vibes fill price.
up your mind and
Do you have to deal
with unemployment?
If yes, it is natural that you will be
frustrated and negative thoughts will
creep in. How do you
beat these kinds of
thoughts? Read on to
find out.

When there is demand for your novel,
elevate
the price.
This is how you
make good money
from your gem piece
of work.

when you only have
the option of 9-5
jobs. Now you can
have so many choices
of job opportunities
even online via internet.

None of these possibilities would emerge
if you stay bogged
down
and resent
yourself
thinking
negatively.

Browse websites and
see if there is anything that interests
you.

A positive attitude is
so much better while
dealing with unemployment because it
takes you places you
never imagined and
that stretches your
mind so much that it
is impossible to return to the original
form. In fact, you
simply soar high.

Creating
personal
development
programs, teaching online courses, building online courses
and money making
schemes are just a
few to mention.

So think of what you
would like to do via
internet or your hobbies. There is every chance you will
stumble on to someGone are the days thing you love doing

and you will never http://rosinaskhan.
have to work another weebly.com.
day in your life.
You will be glad that
Therefore, optimism you did.
is the key. Think positive and act positive If you would rather
and everything will like to access her terfall together, giving rific collection of
you the opportunity eBooks based only on
to earn handsomely fiction and self-help
with boundless joy and download them
and delight. What bet- for free, visit:
ter way is there not
only to survive but http://www.facebook.
com/RosinaSKhan.
also thrive?
hub. You won’t be
Rosina S Khan has disappointed and reauthored this article. member to like her
For a wealth of free Facebook page.
resources based on Article Source: http://
stunning fiction sto- EzineArticles.com/
ries, amazing self-help e x p e r t / R o s i n a _ S _
eBooks, commend- Khan/2054435
able articles, quality scholar papers and
valuable blogs, all
authored by her, and
much more, visit:
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Quote Of The Week!

see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“This Christmas Help
Santa Give Those In
Need A Happier Day”
© Derek White December 2017

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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How To Treat Glaucoma
With

Acupuncture
By Dr Li Zheng

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://bocaacupuncture.org/

Glaucoma is a condition of the eye in
which if not treated
early can lead to
blindness. Since there
is no pain or other
symptoms, it usually remains undetected until vision is
impaired. Peripheral
vision is lost when
the optic nerve gets
damaged due to the
increase in IOP or intraocular pressure.

pressure cannot be
lowered by surgery
easily. So many people prefer to try a noninvasive procedure at
first, especially if eye
pressure is not very
high. One of these
methods is acupuncture for glaucoma,
which is a traditional
and ancient form of
Chinese medicine.

around the eye without causing dry eyes
or infection, if done
by an experienced
acupuncturist. Especially when patients
already have a few
laser surgeries and
eye pressure is still
very high, then acupuncture two to three
times a week may be
the best choice.

es retrobulbar circulation which helps
not only in decreasing
intraocular pressure
but also speeding up
fluid circulation in and
out of the eyes.

Researchers
have
found that even the
visual acuity in people suffering from
glaucoma can be improved when at least
How Acupuncture Acupuncture Takes a couple of sessions
Lowers Eye Pres- Care of Overall of acupuncture are
Eye drops and laser sure.
Health of the Eye.
done every week.
surgery can be used to
control eye pressure. If the patient has Acupuncture
also Acupuncture
and
Laser
surgery can been diagnosed with helps to improve vi- Acupressure
with
help lower eye pres- glaucoma in its early sion and slow down Medicines Offer Fastsure for a certain per- stages, then acupunc- degeneration of the er and Better Results.
centage of patients, ture and acupressure optic nerve. Acubut
patients need can be very effective. puncture for glauco- Most experts recommore surgery after a In the later stages of ma supports the func- mend those patients
few years if the root glaucoma, it is better tion and integrity of suffering from glaucause of glaucoma is to combine eye drops the optic nerve. The coma consider going
not addressed.
with acupuncture and optic nerve usually for a few sessions of
acupressure.
is damaged because acupuncture
every
If a patient has had
blood flow to the eyes month, because eye
more than two surger- The insertion of fine decreases.
drops can cause seies, usually scar tis- needles
improves
vere dryness and resue builds up and the circulation of fluids Acupuncture increas- duce fluid circulation

around the eyes.
Clinically, when patients go to see an
acupuncturist at least
once a week and practice acupressure every
day once or twice,
they can lower the
eye drop dosage to
prevent dryness and
infection
in their
eyes.
Furthermore, patients
reported vision acuity
improved by combing
glaucoma acupuncture and eye drops.

ty of Chinese Medicine who practiced as
a physician in China,
she has 26 years of
experience.

In addition, she is
also a professor and
clinical
supervisor
of the New England
School of Acupuncture, consultant for
Health Grid Inc. and
author of two books,
“Acupuncture
and
Hormone Balance”
and “Chinese Acupuncture and Herbs
The needles that are for Common Diseasinserted are retained es”.
for about 30 minutes
around eyes, neck, Her website is Acuhands
and feet, puncture for Glaucoand the depth of the ma.
insertion
is about Article
Source:
3-10mm.
http://EzineArticles.com/expert/Li_
Dr. Li Zheng, PhD is Zheng/1480423
a licensed acupunturist & herbalist with a
PhD in medical science. A graduate of
the Beijing UniversiPage 9
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free
And Use The Leverage Of All The Working People Working
Together To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.
https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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Have More Fun With Your Kids
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzle thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP
Sudoku Thanks to Derek Editor of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

How tuned up is your mind? Here is This Week’s Crossword :-).
Across

1

1 though of as
guilty (9)

11

point who
of a ispen (3)
1 19
someone
not part
known
20
of (8)
a plant 23
used
2 tear,that
rip is
part
of for 24
(pl) (10)
the food
skin (6)
25
23 an expession to
insist someone
comes and sees
you (2)
24 without stops
(10)
29 a person who
designs, builds or
maintains
engines,
machines, or
structures. (9)

5

6

7

13

14

10

16

17

18
19

10 an inflated
feeling of pride
in your
superiority to
others (3)

27 14
an organism
woman'sthat
head 14
breaks
matter
attire
(5)
down (10)
15 loudly (5)
19
18 exist (2)
21
Down

4

12

15

9 the helmsman of
a ship's boat (3)

3

9

8

8 something
previously
mentioned (2)

11 the level of
business that gets
Across
policy
1 something
3
administered
(10)
mentioned
15 indefinite
article(2)
previously
4
(2)
4 to mark
5
16 equal
(3)
something
as
17 for correct
every (3)(4)
Fiftieth
18 a6colour
(5) state of
America (6)
6
19 abbr actual
9 the (2)
family name
events
of a lily (4)
7
20 fuss (3)
10 a grey-striped
11
22 a large
open
area
plaid
cloak,
of country
formerly worn by
12
covered
with in
shepherds
grass
(pl) (10)(4)
Scotland
26 13
organ
that
title
foraids
a male 13
with(3)
sight (3)

2

22

20
23

21

24

25
26

27

1

6

abbr Petty
Officer (2)
outside (8)
equipment used
in transmitting
voices over a
distance (10)
abbr for example
(2)

3
7

4

5

8

9

10

11

12

14

13
15

16

17

18

Best Foods For
Your Brain

19
20

21

22
23

act (2)

24

abbr mother (2)

29

abbr Graphic
Arts Executives
(3)
Down
abbr north east
(2) 2 relating to
Thailand (4)
type of clothing
(7) 3 meat from a pig
(3)
elderly (4)
4 shy (5)
abbr district
5 brave
attorney
(2) (10)
7 putting
in order
curve
(3)
(9)
addition (3)
8 abbr Western
colourUnion
(3) (2)

2

25

26

27

28

21 colour of the sky
(sometimes!) (4)
22 abbr sister (3)
25 upon (2)
26 abbr title (2)
27 abbr north east
(2)
28 either (2)

11 abbr Alcoholics
Anonymous (2)
12 a barrier
sonstructed to
hold back water
(3)
13 to supply
assistance to
someone (7)
14 you in Italian (2)
16 recline (3)
17 receive
something (6)
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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For Introverts
By Karen Southall Watts

introvert as entering
a room full of total
strangers. In the past,
you might have waited around for someone you knew to introduce you around
the room, or just
stood stone-like at the
Some
profession- refreshments table.
als love meeting and
greeting. They enjoy Technology, and soattending events and cial media in particuworking a room, and lar, has leveled the
they seem to be natu- playing field for inral born networkers. I troverts a bit. We can
am NOT one of these research the venue,
people. I’m a classic, read the profiles of
textbook,
introvert organizers and somewho, despite knowing times other attendees,
the importance of net- and even engage in
working, sometimes online conversations
event.
still finds it to be a before the
This takes away some
challenge.
of that room full of
It’s because network- strangers feeling.
ing doesn’t come easily to me that I un- Be selective. Since
drains
derstand the trials of networking
trying to network as introverts of energy,
an introvert. In fact, don’t try to attend
networking tips for every event in your
introverts has become town. You’ve only
one of the most popu- got so much energy
lar topics in my work- and calendar space
before needing alone
shops.
time to regroup,
Experts tell us that 70 so be choosy about
to 85 percent of jobs where you go.
are
filled through
groups and
networking. It’s a bit Pick
more difficult to get events with a stellar
statistics for entrepre- reputation. Opt for
that
neurs. Yet, we know organizations
that if the “know, like, provide you with lots
trust” rule of business of online information
holds,
networking
is key for business [See Do Your Homeowners as well. So work above]. Aim for
what can introverts crowds that are most
do to improve in this likely to contain your
ideal customer or key
crucial area?
people in your indusDo your homework. try. Evaluate events
Nothing is quite as and don’t return to
uncomfortable to an venues that make you

uncomfortable or that
leave you feeling like
you’ve wasted your
time.

Partner up. A networking buddy can
be useful no matter
what your personality. From helping
you find a parking
space to reminding
you to put business
cards in your pocket,
a networking partner
makes sense.

networking events,
reward yourself with
a favorite activity.
Books, video games,
or an evening of movies all on your own,
make excellent treats
for the introverted
professional.

As an introvert you
can be an effective
networker,
without
making yourself miserable.

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

The key is to play to
your strengths and to
be mindful of your
own needs. Introverts
make good listeners and really shine
in one-on-one interactions, so don’t try
to work the whole
room. Instead have a
few high quality conversations.

If you’re an extrovert, buddying up for
networking just adds
to the socialization
and the fun. If you’re
an introvert, your networking partner provides you with support, a conversation
assistant, and in the
worst cases someone
to read your signals
and get you out the Introverts excel at
door if needed.
reading
body language and other soFor introverts who cial cues; we spend
are really uncomfort- a lot of time people
able with network- watching. Use this
ing, a trusted partner ability to connect beprovides someone to yond the “Hello...
practice with before here’s my card... “
events and someone kind of exchanges.
who will help you
learn to break the Becoming known as
ice and engage in a an attentive listener
crowded setting.
who really works to
establish
genuine
Recover and reward relationships will beyourself. As an intro- come part of your
vert you know you brand.
need alone time to
recover after a taxing This will eventually
social situation. You have others seeking
should be building you out at events and
this into your sched- further relieve some
ule on a regular basis. of that networking
pressure.
In addition, after high
stakes or high stress Some final tips:

Arrive early-the host
of
the event will
probably ask you to
help with final details
and introduce you to
the first few attendees.
Ask questions about
what the other person
does, likes, or hopes
to accomplish.
Have a confidence
boosting routine for
pre-networking. Deep
breathing,
striking
“power poses” or a
few minutes of a mirror pep talk, can make
all the difference.

Come find me @
askkaren on Twitter.
Check
out
“Messenger:The Entrepreneur’s Guide to
Communication” on
amazon https://www.
amazon.com/Messenger-EntrepreneursKaren-SouthallWatts/dp/1628651881
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Karen_Southall_Watts/155314
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Please Get Behind A Great Cause

Please Get
Behind A
Great Cause

jured, abused and
surrendered animals,
and investigates over
58,000 complaints of
animal cruelty and
neglect. With less
Each year, the RSP- than 3% of the RSPCA cares for around CA’s funding received
127,000
stray, in- from governments.

The RSPCA relies
heavily on the wonderful support of the
community to continue to care for animals
in need.
Supporting
Happy
Tails is easy and
gives everyone the

chance to get tails in your workplace, RSPCA care for aniwagging!
school or community. mals, just like our heroes Beau, Hamish,
You can get involved Please go to http:// Teddy and Elsie.
by purchasing mer- www.rspca.org.au/
chandise or by join- happy-tails-day/
ing our team of individual fundraisers To donate. Funds
selling Happy Tails raised will help the

http://www.rspca.org.au/happy-tails-day/
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour To 196 Countries:
$50 plus gst Per Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour To 196 Countries: $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour To
196 Countries:
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
Page 16

Save Yourself One
Hundred Grand!!!!
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For Only AU$37.00!! Go To

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/our-shop/
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Why Suffer?
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Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Do You Want To Create
Money On Demand?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

• How to build a
million dollar web
business from scratch
even if you don’t
have a product, mail• The 16 ways to use ing list or idea.
webinars to finance
your entrepreneurial • How we took ranseminar atlifestyle,
allowing dom
you to focus on the tendees and helped
them generate $2,000
things you love.
- $22,000 in 90 minIn this book below
which you can buy
from Amazon you
will discover:

161st Edition 14th November 2017

• The easiest and
fastest ways to get
other people to promote your products
and services online
so you don’t have to,
and why you’ll never
• Why you don’t have a lead generation
need to create a or traffic generation
product before it ac- problem.
Steven Essa spent 13
tually sells
years as a profession( but get paid first ).
utes or less.
• How to automate
your
entire sales
process so you have
more time to live
your dream life.

al musician before
pursuing his goal of
financial freedom by
tapping into the power of the web, setting
up and running automated webinar campaigns that generated
over $120,000 in just
90 minutes.

ly free ( from over
1/2 a million in debt )
by building a fully automated business that
leaves him time to do
whatever he wants.

He became financialOriginally
from
Greece, Corinna Essa
worked in the television industry before
she learned how to
leverage the internet to create her own
economy. She now
owns a seven figure digital marketing
agency, where 80% of
the sales come from
webinars.

Today Steven and
Corinna travel around
the world
sharing
their Money-On-Demand system with
thousands of people.
Their proven system
has been responsible
for generating $50
million + in sales for
clients and their own
businesses.

https://www.amazon.com/Money-DemandFastest-Becoming-Millionaire-ebook/dp/
B01N80UZ3E/ref=la_B01N3D2PS7_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1500890714&sr=1-1
Only $11,97 Paperback
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Why Make It Hard On Yourself
Trying To Get To The Top?

Mortgage
Debts
Car Debts
Student
Debts
ETC...
And Instead Use
The Advice Of
Archimedes?

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Wealth For The Workers Is Using Archimedes
Brilliance To Help Heal The World

Go To: https://youtu.be/VF6tkFagf2o
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Learn The Secrets Of Success- Magnify Your
Thinking Patterns And Achieve Everything
You’ve Always Wanted
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzle thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP
Sudoku Thanks to Derek Editor of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

How tuned up is your mind? Here is Last Week’s
160th Edition Solution
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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